groups labelled 'other' by society: racial and ethnic minorities, and people with disabilities, for example. The struggle between the X-Men and humanity represents the struggle around all that we do not understand, and the movies map out some of the problems when taxonomy collides with humanity.
In X-cells and X-Men, the shared language of 'x' -the label of the un-label-able -is fundamental to how we understand the world, and how we navigate the unknown. Popular narratives like X-Men help society understand the complexity of margins and marginalisation as we explore them. This is why biologists approach 'x' with curiosity, rather than as a problem. It's an inspiring thought that there will always be more 'x' -more mysteries to discover, more difference to celebrate -in biology, and in ourselves. If it is broken down into small pieces, even a big goal is reached through small steps, elementary decisions, most of which involve turning right, left or going straight. In order to do this, the brain has to have an internal representation of the current body angle and the desired body angle, and then bring the two to a match by initiating steering. Let us look at the first part of this story: how to represent current heading.
Head-direction cells are the key neural elements underlying our own sense of direction [3] ; as their name suggests, these cells are most active as soon as the animal's head points into a certain direction. Different head-direction cells have different preferred directions, and when comparing the activity levels across all neurons of the ensemble, similarly tuned cells are active at the same time, forming an activity bump in the circuit. Resembling an internal compass needle, this bump is maintained continuously and moves to another set of neurons once the animal turns around its axis.
Neurons with these characteristics have long been known in mammals and, in conjunction with place cells and grid cells, are thought to form the basis of mammalian navigation [4] . Nevertheless, besides computational models, not much is known about the neural circuits that underlie the generation, maintenance, and movement of the head-direction activity bump. Whether in the dark or in a rich visual environment, the speed and magnitude of rotational body movements have to be continuously integrated to update the bump's position. Potential sources of information are large-field motion cues perceived through the eyes, vestibular cues perceiving rotational acceleration forces, or proprioreceptive signals sensing relative limb positions during turning movements.
One circuit architecture has been proposed to underlie the generation and maintenance of the bump: the ring attractor network [5] . Here, an ensemble of neurons forms a ring-like circuit via inhibitory connections. Neurons that occupy distant parts of the ring strongly inhibit one another, while neighbors have only weak connections. Once activity is injected into this circuit, the mutually inhibitory connections shape that activity in a winner-takes-all manner, resulting in a single bump of activity at one location of the ring. Incoming information about body rotations will then move this bump along the circular neuron ensemble. While shown to work in theory, no actual ring attractor network has been located in any species, and it has remained unknown how sensory information feeds into such a circuit.
In mammals, both head-direction cells as well as neurons encoding angular velocity have been identified [3] , but the problem is that the brain regions containing these cells comprise millions of neurons. Hence, locating specific synaptic connections between identified neurons that form a defined neural circuit has been a futile endeavor to date. This is where insects offer a way forward. Interestingly, in flies and cockroaches head-direction cells with astonishingly similar properties to their mammalian counterparts have been found over the last two years [6, 7] , suggesting that our six-legged relatives have minds that are not so different from ours after all -at least in some ways.
A brain area called the central complex plays a key role in insect orientation in general [8] and contains an ensemble of 16 neurons that together encode the animal's heading as a bump of activity [6] . As in mammals, these neurons, termed wedge-neurons in Drosophila (or E-PG-neurons; CL1-neurons in other insects), encode body orientation both in visual environments and in darkness. Unlike in mammals, however, each wedge-neuron can be uniquely identified in the fly central complex by means of its anatomical position and highly specific projection patterns. Moreover, they actually form a morphological ring! Now, both Turner-Evans et al. [1] and Green et al. [2] have identified the mechanism of how sensory information about body rotations is used to update the position of the activity bump in the circuit ring. A second type of neuron is essential for this: the tile-neurons (or P-EN neurons; CL2-neurons in other species). From an outside perspective the two types of neuron look very similar (Figure 1 ): both are so-called columnar neurons that have small, glomerular arborizations in two parts of the central complex, the ellipsoid body and the protocerebral bridge. The two areas have a highly structured neuroarchitecture of repeating slices, one of which is innervated by each columnar neuron. But there are two key differences between the wedge-neurons and the tile-neurons. First, their polarity is opposite, meaning that, whereas wedgeneurons have their outputs in the protocerebral bridge, the tile-neurons receive input in this region (and vice versa in the ellipsoid body). Thus, if both neurons were directly connected through excitatory synapses, they would form a recurrent loop.
Second, when tracing the path of each neuron type from a shared point of origin in the protocerebral bridge, we end up in slightly different regions within the ellipsoid body: either tile-neurons are one slice ahead of wedge-neurons or one slice behind (depending on brain hemisphere). Why does this detail of insect neuroanatomy matter? Imagine that the two types of neurons really do form recurrent loops. The offset would mean that the loops do not link identical neurons on both ends, so that, rather than exciting one another endlessly, one tile-neuron would excite the next-in-line wedgeneuron, which then would excite the next in-line tile-neuron, a mechanism that will shift activity around the ring of neurons (Figure 1 ). Together with the already known presence of a head-direction encoding activity bump in the wedgeneurons, this anatomical circuit is theoretically suited to move a headdirection-signal around the ring, thereby updating the fly's internal compass bearing.
For this to work, three conditions have to be met. First, the tile-neurons have to also encode body orientation, in a way similar to the wedge-neurons. Second, tile neurons have to additionally encode the rotational velocity of the fly. And third, both types of neurons indeed have to form recurrent loops. 
Dispatches
Using two-photon calcium imaging while the fly was walking on an airsuspended ball, the two groups verified that the population of tile-neurons indeed exhibits an activity bump that corresponds to body angle, both in the dark and in a visual environment. When imaging in the protocerebral bridge, two activity bumps were seen to be present, moving in unison, one generated by tile-neurons of the left brain hemisphere and one by tile-neurons of the right brain hemisphere. Crucially, and different from wedge-neurons, the amplitude of the heading responses were correlated with the angular velocity of the behaving flies. In the cell population on the right brain side, the responses increased whenever the fly turned right, and activity on the left brain side increased when the fly turned left ( Figure 1B) . Turner-Evans et al. [1] additionally analysed individual tileneurons with patch clamp recordings and obtained single-cell-based velocity tuning curves, clearly revealing the encoding of the fly's rotational velocity by modulating neuronal firing rate.
So far we know that both populations, wedge-neurons and tile-neurons, encode body angle, and that tile-neurons also encode body rotations. To verify that these cells indeed form a functional circuit, the two groups used complementary methods. Turner-Evans et al. [1] used an approach in which the proposed presynaptic partner genetically expresses a light-activated ion channel, while the potentially postsynaptic partner expresses a calcium indicator: when the first cell is activated, the second one will only signal activity if the two are connected. While tile-neurons reliably (and thus likely directly) excited wedge-neurons, the reciprocal connection was less predictable and hinted at direct and indirect connections, including inhibitory ones. Green et al. [2] expressed an ATPsensitive ion channel in the tile-neurons, which activates the cell in the presence of ATP, and monitored the activity in the wedge-neurons. Indeed, when ATP was manually applied to one side of the protocerebral bridge, the wedge-neuronencoded activity bump moved in a predictable manner. Moreover, incapacitating neural transmission of the tile-neurons via a temperature-sensitive synaptic block led to a marked decrease in the ability of the wedge-neuron bump to track the fly's heading.
Both groups [1, 2] went a step further and also imaged both cellular populations simultaneously using calcium indicators of different colors. When monitored in the ellipsoid bodythe part of the central complex in which the tile-neurons likely synapse onto the wedge-neurons -the tile-neuron bump was slightly ahead of the wedge-neuron bump. Specifically, when the fly turned to the right, the tile-neuron bump preceded the wedge-neuron bump in one direction, and when the fly moved to the left, the opposite shift was observed. This is exactly what would be expected if one assumes that the tile-neurons cause the wedge-neuron bump to move to a new position. Together with the evidence for connectivity, these data provide the first concrete mechanism of how information about body rotations is continuously integrated to update activity in a head-direction circuit.
Are fly head-direction cells a solved issue then? Not quite. Even though these two papers [1, 2] bring us much closer to a complete picture of the circuit and present the key mechanism for how the head-direction signal follows the animal's angular movements, there are several unknowns awaiting elucidation. First, both papers, as well as another recent publication [9] , highlight the need for global inhibition across the network to maintain the stability of the initial wedge-neuron bump and to stop the tile-neuron induced shift in activity from spreading across the whole circuit. This lateral inhibition is hypothesized to result from the action of local interneurons, several of which have been anatomically described [10] . Indeed, a recent modeling study [11] of the Drosophila head-direction circuit has included these local protocerebral bridge neurons and successfully produced a fully functioning network. Revealing whether and how these neurons shape activity in the wedge-and tile-neuron circuit will be key for a complete understanding of the ring-attractor circuit.
Second, where does the sensory information come from? Green et al. [2] show that rotational optic flow is encoded in the tile-neurons and can partly explain their angular movement preferences. But which information is used in darkness? Where do potential input cells synapse onto tile-or wedge-neurons? Which role do the visually driven ring-neurons play that are in likely synaptic contact with the wedge-neurons? [12] .
Moreover, Green et al. [2] report two types of tile-neurons with similar, but not identical, properties. What are their roles in the circuit? Thanks to the groundbreaking and meticulous analysis of the central-complex circuitry reported in the two new papers [1, 2] , we are now able to ask these specific questions, providing a clear research agenda in Drosophila neurobiology for the years to come.
And finally, flies, as their name indicates, spend only a small amount of their time walking. Recent work has indeed shown that the activity bump in the wedge-neurons is also present during flight [9] and thus is clearly relevant for more behaviors than the one used during the experiments discussed above, tethered walking [1, 2] . However, many sensory signals indicating directional changes are different between flight and walking behavior. Which streams of information are used, how they are integrated in different behavioral contexts, and where they feed into the ring-attractor circuit are all open questions.
Given the exquisite structure-function relation in the reported circuit we can also move beyond Drosophila and ask how broadly applicable the found mechanism is for other species. Anatomically, all involved cell types are highly conserved, at least in locusts and butterflies [13, 14] . Together with the mapping of sun-based compass cues in the locust protocerebral bridge [15] and head-direction coding neurons present in the cockroach central complex [7] , this supports the idea that a key function of this brain region across all insects is to generate an internal reference frame tethered to body orientation. How this reference frame is compared to an insect's intended heading to initiate steering, in what way 'intended heading' is actually represented, and how different species' demands modify this system are certainly upcoming big questions in insect neurobiology that bear relevance to all animals.
While central-complex research has come a long way over the last decade, these questions showcase that there is plenty of exciting work to be done. But we are finally beginning to grasp that understanding the insect central complex will likely provide us with a complete neural circuit underlying complex behavioral decisions, all the way from sensory processing to motor commands, on the level of single neurons.
